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Vocabulary 

Chapter 1 

Legion p.7 noun – a unit in the ancient Roman army 

Warriors p.8 noun – persons engaged or experienced in warfare 

Chapter 2 

Wool p.12 noun – a woven fabric or garment made from sheep 

Scholars p.17 noun – a learned person  

Chapter 3 

Barracks p.23 noun – buildings where soldiers or warriors sleep 

Centurion p.26 noun – an officer commanding a Roman century 

Calvary p.30 noun – warriors who fight on horses 

Chapter 4 

Disguise p.33 noun – to dress up to have a false appearance 

Tunics p.34 noun – a simple slip-on garment with or without sleeves and usually knee-length or longer, 

belted at the waist, and worn as an under or outer garment by men and women of ancient Greece and 

Rome. 

Forge p.38 noun – a furnace or shop with its furnace where metal is heated and wrought 

Chapter 5 

Armory p.43 noun- a place where arms and military equipment are stored 

Awkwardly p.48 adverb – lacking ease or grace 

Bellowed p.48 verb – to shout in a deep voice  

Chapter 6 

Deserters p.50 noun – to abandon; meaning to leave without intending to return 

Spy p.55 noun – one who keeps secret watch on a person or thing to obtain information  

Chapter 7 

Imperial p.59 adjective – of, relating to, befitting, or suggestive of an empire or emperor 

Dismounted p.59 verb – to come down from an elevated position, such as a horse 

Chapter 8 

Honest p.65 adjective – marked by integrity; truthful 
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Trustworthy p.65 adjective – worthy of confidence: dependable 

Honorable p.67 adjective – performed or accompanied with marks of honor or respect 

Chapter 9 

Standard p.73 noun – a conspicuous object formerly carried at the top of a pole and used to mark a rallying 

point especially in battle or to serve as an emblem 

Chapter 10 

Don p.82 verb- to put on 

Wisdom p.85 noun – good sense 

Privilege p.88 noun – a right or immunity granted as a peculiar benefit, advantage, or favor 

 


